VERYX®
THE WORLD’S MOST INTELLIGENT DIGITAL SORTING PLATFORM.
VERYX®: THE NEW STANDARD OF SORTING INTELLIGENCE

VERYX transforms digital sorting with a modular platform of chute-fed and belt-fed sorters to meet your unique and specific needs. With its innovative mechanical architecture and sensor technology, state-of-the-art electronic sort engine, advanced machine algorithms and rich information capabilities, VERYX delivers a revolution in performance that defines the new standard for digital sorting:

• **Increases product yield** – with the industry’s most accurate and effective detection capabilities
• **Improves product quality & food safety** – consistently meeting your target quality specifications
• **Improves process efficiency** – through smart system connectivity and access to a rich set of digital data about your product and sort operation
• **Reduces labor costs** – through ease-of-use and ability to run unattended during normal production operation
• **Delivers lowest total cost of ownership and the highest ROI** – through low service and maintenance requirements

From dramatically enhancing your sort to helping you optimize your entire floor, VERYX can transform your levels of efficiency, productivity and quality.

**WITH VERYX® YOU HAVE A WHOLE NEW KIND OF INTELLIGENCE TO DRIVE TRANSFORMATIVE RESULTS:**

• Sustained Total Surface Inspection
• Multi-Sensor Pixel Fusion™
• Intuitive User Experience and Extreme Ease of Use
• Intelligent Automation and Information Analytics

THAT’S THE POWER OF VERYX.
BELT-FED

SIZES:
- 2100 mm
- 1750 mm
- 1400 mm
- 700 mm

THE VERYX BELT-FED PLATFORM IS OPTIMAL FOR SORTING:
- Broccoli
- Brussels sprouts
- Carrots
- Cauliflower
- Corn
- Fruit (whole, sliced, diced)
- Green beans
- Leafy greens
- Peas
- Potatoes
- Spinach

CHUTE-FED

SIZES:
- 1400 mm
- 700 mm

THE VERYX CHUTE-FED PLATFORM IS OPTIMAL FOR SORTING:
- Nuts
- Berries
- Cereal
- Dried fruit
- Dry beans
- IQF
- Seafood
VERYX: THE NEW STANDARD FOR FOOD PROCESSORS AROUND THE WORLD

To learn how VERYX® can transform your business, visit www.key.net.